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Indian Market in Retrospect 

 
Price Movement of Nifty & CNX 500 

BSE Sectoral Performance 

Indian Market in Retrospect 

Indian market registered some volatility and lost momentum during the month of June due to 

the cautiousness over the implementation of GST from 1st July 2017 and Fed’s decision of inter-

est rate hike by 25 basis points. With this, investors confidence was impacted and Nifty lost 1.37 

percent during June 2017.  

On June 7, 2017, the RBI kept interest rates unchanged, however SLR was reduced to 20%.  

Never the less, there was a minor change in stance on inflation projection which indicated a 

range of 2.5%-3.5% against 4.5% projected earlier for the first half of FY18. Hence rate sensitive 

stocks gained during the month led by Private Banks, Realty and HFC’s.  The completion of three 

years of Modi Government was seen a period of decisive and bold reforms without any mention 

of graft which raised sentiments of investors. The drive to broadbase the formal economy led to 

sharp increase in liquidity and investment by domestic investors. Hopes of GST implementation 

from July 1st, after being delayed for almost 7 years compelled long term investors to stay put 

in the market.  

Monsoon progress was in line with initial expectation of the MET which raised hopes of  bump-

er crops. IIP (April 2017) and CPI (May 2017) data was 3.1% and 2.18% respectively against the 

Bloomberg estimates of 2.7% and 2.4%. For the month of March 2017, IIP was 2.7% and CPI for 

the month of April was 2.99%. 

Nasscom gave a muted guidance for IT-BPM exports at 7-8 percent for FY18 and 10-11% for do-

mestic IT growth. This led to a sharp decline in IT shares during the month. Oil & Gas sector also 

declined significantly during the month on decline in crude oil prices and the proposed merger 

of ONGC and HPCL did not go well with investors.  

Monthly Return of Major BSE Indices: 

 

Price Movement of Nifty & CNX 500 

BSE Sectoral Performance BSE Sectoral Performance 

Source: Bloomberg and SMIFS Research (Data as on June 30, 2017) 

IT: -3.87% Metal: 1.12% 

Auto: -3.12% Oil & Gas: -7.33% 

Bank: -1.01% Power: 0.22%  

Realty: 5.81%  
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Money Flow 

Smart Money 

  

 FIIs were the net buyers of INR4028.23Crores (equity only) during the  month of June 2017.  For the first six months, FII net investment 

stood at INR56147.25. 

 During the same period, DIIs total inflow stood at INR6676.11crores. While considering the first sixth months of 2017, DIIs were the net 

buyers of INR21244.19 Crores. 

FII and DII Equity Net Flow , MoM change (INR in Crores) FII and DII Equity Net Flow, YoY change (INR in Crores) 

Source: Bloomberg Source: Bloomberg 
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FII Data for Equity and Debt 

FII Equity Flow (June’2017) 

FII Equity and FII Debt Flow (May’2016-June’2017) 

Source: Bloomberg and SMIFS Research (Data as on June 30, 2017) 

 During June 2017, FIIs net investment in Equity were INR4028.23 crores and in 

Debt segment were INR24796.34 crores. This is the fifth consecutive month, 

where Indian market registered net growth.  

 In the first six months of the CY2017, the Indian market witnessed a total in-

vestment of INR56147.25 crores under Equity segment, whereas in the Debt 

segment the total investment were INR95388.82 crores. In which, the month 

of March had seen the maximum investment. 

FII Debt Flow (June’2017) 
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Mutual Fund Flows 

 During June 2017, Indian mutual fund market witnessed total net inflow of INR7852.63 crores in the equity segment.  

 Under the debt segment, the month registered a total inflow of INR15313.23 crores.  

 This is the sixth consecutive month of positive net inflow under both the segments in 2017.  

 The asset base of mutual fund (MF) industry declined marginally by 1.15 per cent to INR19.03 lakh crore at the end of May, mainly due to outflow from 

money market segments. In comparison, the assets under management (AUM) of the MF industry, comprising 42 players, were at an all-time high 

of INR19.26 lakh crore at the end of April, as per the data of the Association of Mutual Funds in India (AMFI). 

 The overall AUM of the fund houses stands at around INR18 trillion as on March 31, 2017 and it is expected to cross INR20 trillion next fiscal.  

 According to reports, the overall folio number is likely to double to 10 crore in the next two years from the current 5.25 crore. 

MF—Debt (Gross Purchase and Gross Sales) MF—Equity (Gross Purchase and Gross Sales) 

Source: Bloomberg and SMIFS Research (Data as on June30, 2017) 
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Global Market Performance 

Particulars 1M% 3M% 6M% 1Yr% 3Yr% 

SHANGHAI Comp 2.80 -0.93 2.86 8.97 55.86 

JAKARTA Comp 2.49 4.69 10.06 16.2 19.49 

TAIWAN TAIEX 2.33 5.95 12.34 18.96 10.67 

Mexico IPC 2.19 2.71 9.23 8.04 16.6 

KOSPI 0.85 10.35 18.03 20.35 19.46 

THAI Exchange 0.84 -0.01 2.06 8.98 5.99 

Dow Jones 0.68 3.39 7.71 18.72 26.51 

Brazil BOVESPA 0.62 -3.54 3.34 20.79 17.06 

Philippine SE 0.08 7.27 14.66 0.60 14.59 

Malaysia KLCI -0.12 1.36 7.43 6.63 -6.32 

HANG SENG -0.62 6.20 17.11 23.90 11.10 

S&P 500 -0.64 2.74 8.08 15.29 23.44 

Japan NIKKEI -0.71 5.53 4.81 27.74 32.13 

SENSEX -1.12 3.38 16.13 13.91 21.67 

Nifty -1.37 3.06 16.31 14.32 25.09 

NASDAQ -2.62 4.17 14.14 26.88 39.39 

FTSE100 -3.11 0.41 3.05 11.16 9.15 

DAX  -3.88 0.55 8.16 26.28 26.29 

CAC40 -4.17 0.68 6.52 19.81 17.10 

Russian RTS -4.31 -10.87 -13.25 7.40 -26.83 

Source: Bloomberg and SMIFS Research (Data as on June 30, 2017) 
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  Global Markets Valuation 

 TTM EPS PE Ratio FY18E 

EPS 

FY18E PE FY19E EPS FY19E 

PE 

Current BV PB Ratio FY18E BVPS FY18E 

PB 

FY19EBVPS FY19E 

PB 

Indian Markets  

Sensex 1339.08 23.09 1635.69 18.90 2012.64 15.36 10524.34 2.94 11136.63 2.78 12711.79 2.43 

NIFTY 425.46 22.38 523.02 18.20 639.17 14.90 3319.53 2.87 3532.22 2.70 4020.61 2.37 

US Markets  

DOW JONES 1137.59 18.71 1207.84 17.62 1329.66 16.01 5893.08 3.61 6002.27 3.55 6342.98 3.36 

NASDAQ 187.51 32.77 262.22 23.43 308.92 19.89 1542.19 3.98 1600.49 3.84 1773.89 3.46 

S & P 500 112.92 21.43 129.91 18.63 145.45 16.64 776.61 3.12 817.59 2.96 877.43 2.76 

MEXICO 2325.97 21.15 2728.36 18.03 3062.23 16.07 18220.05 2.70 20535.02 2.40 22430.06 2.19 

BRAZIL 3713.05 16.76 5386.04 11.56 5961.75 10.44 41316.51 1.51 44938.28 1.38 47734.60 1.30 

European Markets 

FTSE 230.25 32.01 489.22 15.07 526.30 14.01 4017.95 1.83 3936.78 1.87 4064.56 1.81 

CAC 270.18 19.19 337.62 15.36 371.48 13.96 3411.64 1.52 3422.92 1.51 3596.77 1.44 

DAX 622.39 20.00 906.87 13.73 978.59 12.72 7209.15 1.73 7289.83 1.71 7811.73 1.59 

Russian RTS 143.56 6.99 159.56 6.29 179.03 5.61 1527.37 0.66 1514.65 0.66 1640.35 0.61 

Asian Markets  

Nikkei 1045.77 19.16 1148.98 17.44 1255.79 15.95 11419.24 1.75 12010.01 1.67 12860.69 1.56 

Hang Seng 1856.87 13.88 2076.01 12.41 2253.95 11.43 19850.63 1.30 20725.14 1.24 22152.14 1.16 

Singapore 245.81 13.13 256.79 12.56 276.99 11.65 2695.56 1.20 2696.99 1.20 2820.17 1.14 

Shanghai 187.13 17.06 227.43 14.04 254.83 12.53 1845.46 1.73 2109.99 1.51 2313.49 1.38 

Kospi 138.73 17.24 232.27 10.30 250.79 9.54 2249.03 1.06 2200.03 1.09 2419.11 0.99 

Philippine SE 363.97 21.55 412.69 19.00 459.93 17.05 3226.78 2.43 3468.28 2.26 3795.29 2.07 

Data as on 30th June 2017 
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MSCI India Performance Against Other Emerging Markets 

 MSCI India quoted a PE ratio of 21.30 as on 30th June 2017 as compared to 21.49 of MSCI World Index which led to crossover by the MSCI World 

Index. MSCI India was trading at a 44.26% of premium over the MSCI EM index during the previous month which has contracted in a month to 

38.30% with MSCI EM trading at a PE of 15.27. The significant downfall was just after MSCI’s decision to gradually add  China’s large cap stocks to its 

Emerging Market Index. (Exhibit:1) 

 MSCI will add 222 China A Large Cap stocks, with an initial weightage of 0.73 percent in the MSCI EM Index, from next year. China’s entry into MSCI 

Emerging Market Index may lead to fund outflows from India. As per CLSA, inclusion will cause India’s weightage in the MSCI EM Index to reduce by 

6.51 basis points from 8.92 percent to 8.85 percent and fund outflows of USD 214 million. 

 In the month of June, MSCI EM outperformed  MSCI India and MSCI World on account of improving economic growth in many parts of the develop-

ing world. The MSCI India Index lost 1.16% during the month of June as compared to higher relative returns of MSCI EM which gained 0.57 per cent  

and MSCI World which registered 0.27% gains.   (Exhibit:2) 

Exhibit 1: MSCI India Premium to MSCI EM & MSCI World Exhibit 2: Relative Returns 
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   MSCI Sectoral Performance 

Exhibit:1 

  INDIA USA GLOBAL 

 1M% 3M% 1Yr% 1M% 3M% 1Yr% 1M% 3M% 1Yr% 

Consumer Staple 1.38 11.85 17.38 -2.77 0.37 -0.19 -2.30 3.28 2.37 

Energy -2.39 -1.07 28.37 -0.74 -7.69 -7.17 -1.27 -5.46 -4.16 

Finance 0.12 4.62 22.88 6.31 3.89 32.79 5.16 4.79 32.26 

Health Care 4.26 -8.68 -14.58 4.49 6.54 11.37 3.03 6.95 8.61 

Industrial -1.97 5.09 24.16 0.31 2.98 17.42 0.46 4.75 20.01 

IT -5.19 -6.47 -13.01 -2.61 3.97 31.70 -2.22 4.71 32.07 

Material -0.47 4.27 34.23 1.41 2.58 16.44 1.54 2.17 21.81 

Telecom 3.37 9.32 0.81 -3.58 -8.44 -13.97 -3.37 -1.75 -6.54 

Utility -4.99 -5.75 8.98 -2.81 1.59 -1.12 -2.33 3.66 1.29 

Data as on 30th June 2017 

 MSCI India’s Healthcare Index lead the gains previous month among the MSCI India Sector, gaining 4.26 per cent over last month as the sector witnessed US 

FDA approvals. These gains were succeeded by 10.90 per cent of losses in May 2017. The consumer staple despite a 1.38 per cent gain last month has outper-

formed its global peers comprehensively over the last three months as well as one year majorly on account of successful rollout of GST. Where MSCI USA has 

gained 0.37% and MSCI Global Index 3.28 per cent over the past three months, MSCI India’s Consumer Staple has gained 11.85 per cent.  

 The underperformers were the export oriented IT Sector which shed 5.19 per cent against ~2.5 per cent by the Global peers over the continued concerns of 

job losses to automation. Moreover, NASSCOM published its guidance for the India IT Sector projecting a 7-8 per cent growth. On a relative basis, where the 

global peers in the finance sector gained ~6 per cent, MSCI India’s Finance remained stagnant with 0.12 per cent gains. 
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   Twin Pillars of Emerging Markets 

PMI 

 India China 

Jun 17 50.9 51.7 

May 17 51.6 51.2 

Apr 17 52.5 51.2 

Mar 17 52.5 51.8 

Feb 17 50.7 51.6 

Jan 17 50.4 51.3 

Dec 16 49.6 51.4 

Nov 16 52.3 51.7 

Oct 16 54.4 51.2 

Sep 16 52.1 50.4 

Aug 16 52.6 50.4 

Jul16 51.8 49.9 

 India's manufacturing activity slowed to a four-month low in June 2017 on 

account of weak client demand at companies and concerns related to goods 

and services tax. The Nikkei India Manufacturing Purchasing Manager's Index 

(PMI) dropped to 50.9 in June from 51.6 in the previous month. A reading 

above 50 indicates expansion, while any score below the mark means contrac-

tion. 

During June, growth of total orders eased to a four-month low, with the inter-

mediate goods category being the key source of weakness. New orders re-

ceived by consumer goods firms continued to rise strongly, while capital goods 

producers recovered from May's contraction. Moreover, export orders rose to 

an eight-month high in June, after a contraction in May. Recovery in foreign 

demand for Indian manufactured goods helped drive growth. New orders 

from external markets increased at a rate that was the most pronounced in 

eight months. However, optimism about future output slipped for the first 

time in three months, as manufacturers expressed concerns about the initial 

impact of GST. As per the report, some companies mentioned that the imple-

mentation of GST will have a negative impact on their businesses.  

On the other hand, China's manufacturing activity accelerated in June. The 

official manufacturing Purchasing Managers' Index rose to 51.7 in June, accel-

erating from May's 51.2. The breakdown suggests that stronger foreign de-

mand is helping to support manufacturing activity – the new export orders 

increased by a larger margin than overall new orders  

China’s domestic market (Shanghai composite) grew by 2.80% in the last one 

month, however, China’s HSCEI declined by 2.24% in June 2017. In comparison 

with China, India’s Nifty fell by 1.04% respectively during last month.  
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IIP Trend (YoY %) CPI & WPI Inflation Trend 

Export Trend (YoY %) Import Trend (YoY %) 

India’s Key Economic Indicators 
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   Key Market Statscan 

Agro Cmdty Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Coffee  125.70 2.20 4.56 12.71 18.64 0.51 

Cotton 68.59 2.34 5.77 7.42 3.34 2.01 

Sugar 13.81 4.86 8.72 19.29 23.53 2.30 

Wheat 526.00 11.09 18.54 15.99 2.78 6.05 

Soybean 954.75 4.80 3.97 0.08 3.90 3.24 

Data as on 1st July 2017 

Energy Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

NYMEX Crude 46.04 7.04 4.72 9.01 4.74 2.47 

Natural Gas 3.04 2.85 2.38 8.94 1.84 0.23 

Forex Rate %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

USD Index 95.63 1.68 1.34 4.71 0.54 0.00 

EUR 1.14 2.07 1.68 7.27 3.19 0.04 

GBP 0.77 2.37 1.04 3.65 1.83 0.29 

BRL 3.31 1.08 2.44 5.59 2.86 0.10 

JPY 112.39 0.99 1.53 0.89 8.19 0.37 

INR 64.58 0.09 0.10 0.42 4.56 0.08 

CNY 6.78 0.82 0.55 1.57 1.96 0.09 

KRW 1144.00 0.44 2.13 2.24 0.68 0.25 

Bond Yld 10Y Yield %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

US  2.30 7.53 4.25 4.79 56.75 1.64 

UK 1.26 21.92 26.46 12.13 44.98 0.56 

Brazil  4.88 2.26 1.58 0.76 0.71 0.04 

Japan 0.09 50.88 100.00 26.47 139.63 36.51 

Aus  2.60 9.57 8.66 3.42 31.15 3.75 

India 6.51 0.79 2.28 2.79 12.60 0.06 

Precious Metals Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Gold($/Oz) 1241.55 1.21 2.16 0.62 6.10 0.32 

Silver($/Oz) 16.63 0.52 4.07 8.97 11.15 0.03 

LME Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Copper 5937.00 2.35 4.49 1.70 22.54 0.05 

Aluminium 1919.00 2.90 0.47 2.22 16.37 0.21 

Zinc 2758.00 2.00 6.08 0.47 31.05 0.09 

Lead 2292.00 2.80 8.11 2.05 28.19 0.95 

Nickel 9390.00 3.41 4.68 6.33 0.58 1.08 

Money Mkt Price %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

ICE LIBOR USD 1.30 0.24 8.06 13.24 100.99 0.17 

MIBOR 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.86 0.00 

INCALL 6.00 0.83 0.83 3.23 6.25 1.64 

Polymer Mkt Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr 

HDPE 1120.00 0.00 0.88 5.88 1.32 

LDPE 1230.00 2.38 3.91 7.52 6.03 

Injection Grade  1090.00 0.00 1.87 6.03 9.55 

General purpose 1110.00 0.00 1.83 5.93 9.36 

Polystyrene HIPS 1390.00 1.46 5.30 15.76 12.10 

Polystyrene GPPS 1320.00 0.76 5.60 14.84 10.92 

Shipping Ind Index %Ch5D %Ch1M %Ch3M %Ch1Yr %Ch1D 

Baltic Dry 901.00 3.56 8.55 29.72 33.09 2.07 

BWIRON 150.98 5.78 3.67 3.46 28.75 0.71 
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Auto Sales Data  (Domestic) 

 In June 2017, the automobile sales declined on the back of GST Implementation. Mahindra & 

Mahindra President, Automotive Sector, Rajan Wadhera said the company's focus has been 

to minimize channel stocks to reduce the transition losses on account of GST implementa-

tion. M&M passenger vehicles registered declined sales of around 9% on YoY and 15% on 

MoM basis. Maruti Suzuki India also witnessed declining sales of 6% on YoY and 32% on 

MoM. However, Maruti had registered marginal growth in its domestic passenger car sales in 

India. Amongst all, the worst performer was Toyota, registering negative growth of 85% on 

YoY and 84% on MoM basis. Whereas Tata Motors witnessed negative sales growth on yoY 

basis, however on MoM, it registered 5% growth in total unit sales. Hyundai posted negative 

sales of 6% and 11% on YoY and MoM basis, respectively. 

 Eicher Motors registered a growth of 25% in sales in the month of June 2017, as compared to 

the same month last year. Also on MoM basis, it posted 4 percent growth. Ashok Leyland 

registered total unit sales growth of 11% to 12330 units, on YoY basis. While the sales num-

ber compared on MoM, it delineated a growth of 36% 

 Bajaj Auto's June 2017 sales number took a hit, slipping by 23% on YoY. While comparing the 

MoM numbers it was down by 22%. Whereas Honda Motors and Scooters India posted flat 

sales both on YoY and MoM. Hero MotoCorp’s total unit sales grew by 13.58%, YoY, and de-

clined by 1.53% on MoM. 

Comparative Vehicle sales for the month of June 2017  

Exhibit 1: Comparison of Commercial Vehicle sales (Apr’16-April’17) 

Exhibit 2: Comparison of Passenger Vehicle sales (Apr’16-April’17) 

Source: Bloomberg 

Source: Bloomberg 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Airline Traffic Data Update for the month of May, 2017 

According to the data released by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation 

(DGCA), the domestic airlines carried 101.74 lakh passengers in May 2017, 

against 86.69 lakh passengers during the corresponding period of previous year 

thereby registering a growth of 17.36% YoY.   

Indigo continued to dominate the market with 41.20% share, 20 bps down from 

its previous month’s market share of 41.40%. 

SpiceJet’s market share, at 12.60%, declined marginally from the previous 

month. Jet Airways’ market share remained unchanged at 15.20%.  Air India’s 

market share inched-up by 10 basis points to 13.00%, whereas GoAir's market 

share inched-up by 40 bps to 8.50%, it seems to have stabilized in the 8-9% 

range. 

Low-cost carrier SpiceJet had the highest passenger load factor (PLF) of 94.30% 

during the month. It clocked over 90% passenger load factor for the 26th 

month in a row. SpiceJet was followed by Go Air (93%), Indigo (91.10%), Air 

Asia (89.40%) and Vistara (86.80%). 

The passenger load factor in the month of May 2017 has shown increasing 

trend compared to previous month primarily due to the tourist season. 

Source: DGCA 

Source: Company, Smifs Research 

Financial Performance at a glance 

Market share position as on May, 2017 
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 In May 2017, foreign tourist arrivals (FTAs) in India grew 19.54% YoY to 6.30 

lakhs. FTAs during the period January-April 2017 were 35.85 lakh with a growth 

of 15.40%, as compared to the FTAs of 31.08 lakh with a growth of 10.10% in 

January- April 2016 over January- April 2015. 

 FTAs during the period January- May 2017 were 42.15 lakh with a growth of 

16.40%, as compared to the FTAs of 36.22 lakh with a growth of 8.70% in Janu-

ary- May 2016 over January- May 2015. 

 The percentage share of  FTAs in India during April 2017 among the top 15 

source countries was highest from Bangladesh at 29.73% followed by U.S. 

14.37%, U.K. at 6.76%, Malaysia 3.64%, China 2.91%, Srilanka 2.68%, Japan 

2.38%. 

Source: Ministry of tourism 

Foreign Tourist Arrival (May 2016 - May 2017) 

Source: Ministry of tourism 

Foreign Exchange Earnings (FEE) May 2016 - May 2017 
Top Source Countries Top Ports of Entry 

Country Share Ports Share 

Bangladesh 29.73% Delhi 24.17% 

U.S. 14.37% Haridaspur 17.06% 

U.K. 6.76% Mumbai 15.04% 

Malaysia 3.64% Chennai 7.75% 

China 2.91% Bengaluru 6.50% 

Sri Lanka 2.68% Kolkata 5.29% 

Japan 2.38% Gede Rail 3.62% 

Germany 2.34% Hyderabad 3.33% 

Canada 2.33% Cochin 3.25% 

Australia 2.26% Ghojadanga 2.14% 

Foreign Tourist Arrival Statistics (May) 

Foreign Tourist Arrival Data: 19.54% growth in May 2017  
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Power Generation 

Exhibit I (Figures in GwH) 

Category 

Power Generation (GWH) 

May-17 May-16 YoY(%) April 17 MoM(%) Aprl 2017-May2017 Aprl 2016-May2016 YoY(%) 

Thermal 91527.54  85968.66  6.46% 89569.56 2.10% 181097.10  174074.62  4.03% 

Nuclear 2788.55  2948.61  (5.40%) 3205.10 (13.00%) 5993.6  6233.92  (4.00%) 

Hydro 12413.57  10722.43  15.77% 10185.00 211.88% 22598.57  18535.19  22.00% 

Bhutan Imported 327.04  263.42  24.15% 200.00 63.00% 527.14  404.61  30.28% 

TOTAL 107056.7  99903.12  7.16% 103159.76 3.77% 210216.46  199248.34  5.50% 

Source: Ministry of Power  
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Power Generation 

Power generation from conventional sources increased to 

107.05 BU in May 2017 from 103 BU in March 2017 and in-

creased by 3.77 per cent YoY. On the other side generation 

from renewable sources grew by 36 per cent in April 2017 YoY. 

As of 30th April 2017, the total installed capacity is reported at 

330260.53 MW. The consistent increase in renewable energy 

shows that India is efficiently working towards generating elec-

tricity from renewable sources and producing clean energy. 

With the various announcement in the Union Budget 2017-18 

like Promoting clean energy, Solar capacity addition, higher 

spending on rural electrification and lower import duty in lique-

fied natural gas, etc. will likely to boost the power sector.  

 

UDAY scheme will help to improve the financial health of the 

DISCOMS by reducing the huge debt on them. India’s DISCOMS 

have started showing improvement in their operations because 

of UDAY scheme. They have started narrowing their financial 

losses by improvement in reduction of AT&C losses, power pur-

chasing cost, Interest cost savings, etc. The improvement in 

Discoms’ financial health will be very beneficial to the Indian 

Power sector. 

Exhibit III (Figures in GwH) 

Category 

Power Generation (GWH) Renewable Source 

April-17 April--16 YoY(%) March-17  MoM (%) 

April 2017-

April-2017 April-2016 YoY(%) 

Wind 3589.69  2231.73  60.84% 2355.65  52.30% 3589.69  2231.73  60.84% 

Solar 1732.83  991.7  74.73% 1670.98  3.70% 1732.83  991.7  74.73% 

Biomass 332.71  323.28  2.91% 387.35  -14.11% 332.71  323.28  2.91% 

Bagasse 638.84  963.84  (33.72%) 1016.15  -37.13% 638.84  963.84  (33.72%) 

Hydro 596.51  550.24  8.40% 482.79  23.55% 596.51  550.24  8.40% 

Others 41.79  21.65  93.00% 44.29  -5.64% 41.79  21.65  93.00% 

Total 6932.37  5082.44  36.39% 5957.21  16.37% 6932.37  5082.44  36.39% 

Source: Ministry of Power  
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Road Development Data 

Exhibit I 
 

For the first two months of FY18  total length of highways constructed in 

India is 1627 kms, which is 38.46 per cent higher from the same period last 

fiscal. On the award front total length is 379 kms, which is 40.68 per cent 

lower than the  corresponding period previous year. However the pace  

remained subdued due to construction activities being largely affected by 

demonetization from November onwards. The construction of National 

Highways were also impacted by the land acquisition, poor performance of 

contractors, environmental clearance, etc. The government is targeting to 

complete around 15000 kms construction of highways in FY17-18 . 

Projects awarded/completed (in kms) 

  2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18* 
Total Length of 

roads awarded 
9754 1916 3169 7980 10,000 16031 379 

Total Length of 

roads con-

structed 

5013 5732 4260 4410 6029 8144 1627 

* Data as of April-May 2017 
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Outlook 

GST has been implemented as scheduled on July 1st 2017. This major reform opens a new chapter in India in terms of economic growth 

prospects, way of doing business, digitization, increase in literacy, addressing logistical challenges and most important strengthening the 

formal economy and increasing the tax base of the country. Needless of mention, this single reform will act catalyst and we may see 

growth prospects higher than what we have envisaged during the pre-GST era.  

The timing of the GST implementation in India could not have been better as inflation is under control, the Indian Rupee is stable, and 

digitization thrust is at its peak. GST would broaden the formal economy and increase the tax base in the country, directing the Govern-

ments focus in infrastructure development and easing Government control across sectors. Demonetization just before the GST imple-

mentation will now be seen as blessing in disguise as awareness of digitization increased even among the smaller businesses.  

Over the years, corporate India has postponed private investment in core sectors. We strongly believe that GST is likely to be game 

changer for India as idled capacities are likely to be rekindled giving operating leverage to companies and fresh capacities are likely to be 

added across sectors where companies have been postponing over the years as the GST was deferred for long.   

Indian market is likely to remain volatile during July 2017 as sentiments would be driven by hostile situations prevailing in Indo-China bor-

der and North Korea’s Inter Ballistic Missile test. Also, GST may distort earnings in the short term, may be a quarter, which may compel 

investors to remain in the sidelines. However, we strongly believe, against consensus belief, that the GST is likely to get absorbed sooner 

as businesses cannot do away with it, but to adopt it. Also, satisfactory monsoon progress and strong liquidity flows may absorb correc-

tions in the market.  

Defensive stocks may hog the limelight during July 2017 in the large cap space whereas logistic companies may outperform in the midcap 

space during July 2017. However, with a longer term perspective, we may see accumulation in aggregates, construction equipment, agri-

input, consumption and consumer oriented stocks. 

Currently, Nifty is trading at 15.19 times CY2018 estimated EPS of 636. (Bloomberg consensus estimates). We expect Nifty to trade be-

tween 14.80-15.30 times in July 2017 which translates to a range of around 9413-9731 levels for June 2017. 
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Valuations of  

Nifty Companies  

on 2 year forward earnings  

(Bloomberg Consensus Estimates) 
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Automobile   

Cement 

Sectoral Valuations of Nifty50 Stocks 

Metals 

Valuations 

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

BAJAJ AUTO LTD          18.48           16.80             5.45             4.58           14.66           13.24             25.30             25.88  

BOSCH LTD (P)                 39.60 34.31 7.00 6.10 28.48 24.71 19.40 18.42 

EICHER MOTORS LTD          33.08           27.54           15.93           11.22           22.84           18.49             41.20             38.00  

HERO MOTOCORP LTD (P)                 19.52 18.09 6.55 5.71 13.12 12.12 35.48 33.14 

MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA LTD          16.49           13.61             2.62             2.55           11.60             9.82             14.94             15.35  

MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LTD          26.02           22.64             6.61             5.55           19.17           16.95             21.90             22.25  

TATA MOTORS LTD          11.84             8.61             1.75             1.82             4.18             3.41               9.97               9.90  

TATA MOTORS LTD-A-DVR            5.02             3.83             0.99             0.85             3.54             2.99             10.13             18.23  

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

ACC LTD          37.60           27.84             3.32             3.16           16.84           13.72               9.64             11.99  

AMBUJA CEMENTS LTD          35.11           27.20             2.50             2.39           14.40           11.22               7.25               8.62  

ULTRATECH CEMENT LTD          36.26           26.35             4.64             4.07           17.22           13.46             12.47             14.40  

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

HINDALCO INDUSTRIES LTD          10.33             9.28             1.00             0.93             6.16             5.98             12.05             16.80  

TATA STEEL LTD          11.07             9.42             1.80             1.50             7.28             6.85               6.87             15.09  

VEDANTA LTD 9.21 7.91 1.49 1.32 4.64 4.27 17.25 18.10 
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Oil & Gas   

Power 

BFSI  

Valuations 

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

BHARAT PETROLEUM CORP LTD          10.58             9.52             2.74             2.44             8.05             7.24             23.21             22.78  

COAL INDIA LTD          12.64           11.01             5.19             5.71             7.62             6.26             35.19             46.09  

GAIL INDIA LTD          13.09           12.34             1.60             1.49             7.53             7.23             12.76             12.94  

INDIAN OIL CORPORATION            9.77             8.90             2.08             1.80             6.86             6.36             35.19             46.09  

OIL & NATURAL GAS CORP LTD            8.05             7.20             0.99             0.91             4.24             3.90             12.46             12.82  

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD          15.53           12.92             1.58             1.52           10.52             8.65             11.15             11.67  

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

NTPC LTD         11.48         9.58       1.37        1.28       9.21      7.64     10.97            11.88  

POWER GRID CORP OF INDIA LTD         11.73         9.99       2.32        2.03       8.02      6.90     16.46            17.07  

TATA POWER CO LTD         13.20       11.25       1.46        1.47       7.38      6.96       8.60               7.40  

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   NIM (%) ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

AXIS BANK LTD         15.23       10.29       2.19        1.97  3.42 3.43    10.83            14.37  

BANK OF BARODA (P) 10.85 7.60 0.94 0.85 2.24 2.31 8.66 11.26 

HDFC BANK LIMITED         23.28       19.51       4.87        4.08  4.44 4.39    18.56            19.13  

HDFC (P) 31.14 27.20 6.01 5.28 3.45 3.43    20.42            20.83  

ICICI BANK LTD         20.86       13.64       1.87  1.65 3.23 3.26      9.65            11.57  

INDIABULLS HOUSING FINANCE         12.67       10.52       3.74        3.32  4.70 4.68    26.92            28.25  

INDUSIND BANK LTD (P) 24.20 19.28 3.81 3.26 4.03 4.06 16.72           18.05  

KOTAK MAHINDRA BANK LTD         30.15       24.55       4.74        4.08  4.38 4.39    14.13            14.89  

STATE BANK OF INDIA         15.73       10.41       1.12        1.05  2.67 2.69      8.03            10.60  

YES BANK LTD (P) 16.06 12.80 2.69 2.29 3.46 3.53 18.16 19.27 

Sectoral Valuations of Nifty50 Stocks 
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Engineering & Capital Goods 

Telecom 

IT 

  Valuations 

Media 

Sectoral Valuations of Nifty50 Stocks 

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

ADANI PORTS AND SPECIAL ECON         20.54       17.68       4.45        3.73     14.70         13.00     19.42            21.90  

LARSEN & TOUBRO LTD         23.75       20.26       3.27        2.92     17.45         14.91     12.20            12.82  

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

BHARTI AIRTEL LTD         46.55       31.29       2.19        2.12       7.72           6.98       6.56               6.14  

BHARTI INFRATEL LTD         22.35       20.71       4.06        4.24     10.72         10.07  - - 

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

HCL TECHNOLOGIES LTD         13.74       12.52       3.73        3.22       9.77           8.90     27.30            25.99  

INFOSYS LTD         14.59       13.30       3.20        2.98       9.47           8.61     22.40            22.01  

TATA CONSULTANCY SVCS LTD         17.10       15.68       5.50        5.00     12.40         11.35     33.12            30.52  

TECH MAHINDRA LTD         11.67       10.25       2.14        1.87       7.54           6.57     19.63            19.85  

WIPRO LTD         15.18       13.99       2.50        2.32       9.40           8.74     17.39            16.96  

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISE         31.20       25.96       6.93        5.69     20.63         17.49     23.31            21.68  
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Pharma  

FMCG 

Sectoral Valuations 

  Projections 

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

AUROBINDO PHARMA LTD         16.18       14.23       4.32        3.45     11.23         10.00     28.46            25.51  

CIPLA LTD         26.73       20.70       3.39        3.17     15.52         12.73     11.70            88.00  

DR. REDDY'S LABORATORIES         25.22       18.68       3.49        3.21     14.49         11.36     10.93            15.64  

LUPIN LTD         17.89       15.08       3.58        3.06     11.68         10.05     23.15            22.04  

SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUS         22.18       18.76       3.56        3.18     14.77         12.66     20.27            18.67  

 P/E (x)  P/BV (x)   EV/EBITDA (x)  ROE(%) 

Company FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 FY18 FY19 

ASIAN PAINTS LTD         46.43       39.30     15.67      13.03     29.73         25.40     31.99            31.95  

HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LTD         47.98       40.82     52.17      39.92     31.90         27.39     98.63          110.13  

ITC LTD         32.35       28.33     10.22        8.22     21.51         18.75     27.61            29.17  

Data as on 30th June 2017 
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 U.S. Fed hikes rate in June meeting:  

The U.S. Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) raised key interest rates by 25 basis points to between 1.00% and 1.25% in its June 2017 policy meeting. This was the 

fourth rate hike in this policy tightening cycle that commenced in 2015 and the second move for this year.   The Fed also stuck to its outlook for one additional rate increase 

this year and three more in 2018 as the FFR projections for 2017 and 2018 were unchanged. However, for 2018, the distribution of dots seemed more dovish, even as the 

median dot is unchanged. The policy statement highlighted that the future course of policy normalization will be gradual, adding that the current stance of monetary policy 

remains accommodative.  

Fed Chair Janet Yellen stated in the press conference that the intention to reduce policy accommodation indicates the pickup in economic growth. The committee also said 

it will begin the process this year of reducing its balance sheet, which it expanded by buying bonds and other securities in order to fight the housing crisis. According to 

FOMC statement, economic outlook was marginally improved from what was in March. Committee now see the U.S. economy expanding by 2.2% in 2017, up slightly from 

2.1% three months ago. It forecasts 2.1% real GDP growth in 2018. In case of Inflation, Fed acknowledged that headline inflation will fall well short of its 2% target this year. 

The FOMC brought down their headline PCE deflator projection for 2017 to 1.6% from 1.9% seen in March, while core inflation is seen at 1.7% now against 1.9% projected 

in March.  

Unemployment also is expected to decline more this year than anticipated, with the new forecast at 4.3% against the previous 4.5%. The long term rate is expected to be 

lower at 4.6% (4.7% seen in March). Moreover, the committee said it will begin the process this year of reducing its balance sheet. Minutes from the May meeting indicated 

its plans for the winding down of its $4.5 tn balance sheet to some extent. According to this meeting’s announcement, the roll-off cap level will start at $6 bn a month for 

the level of principal payment proceeds from Treasuries it will let run off without reinvesting. The remainder will be reinvested. The Fed will increase that cap level at a pace 

of $6 bn each quarter over 12 months until the cap reaches $30 bn a month. For agency and mortgage debt, the cap will be $4 bn a month initially, with quarterly increases 

of $4 bn until the level reaches $20 bn a month. Once both targets are met, the total runoff per month will be $50 bn. The  FOMC expects balance sheet reduction to start 

this year, provided the economy evolves as anticipated. 

 U.S. Pending home sales tumble as supply crisis worsens: 

Contracts to buy previously owned U.S. homes fell in May 2017, the third straight monthly decline, as a lack of homes for sale in the market crimped supply. Pending Home 

Sales Index, based on contracts signed during the month, dropped 0.8% to 108.5. Pending home sales fell in the Northeast, South and West and were flat in the Midwest. 

 Eurozone manufacturing PMI at highest in 6 years: 

IHS Markit PMI for Eurozone Manufacturing rose to 57.4 in June 2017 from 57.0 in May, reaching a 74-month high. That was slightly higher than the preliminary estimate of 

57.3.  The pickup in Manufacturing was led by Germany, Austria and the Netherlands, but also saw activity increase in Greece for the first time since August 2016, albeit 

very slightly.  

 UK manufacturing PMI at three-month low: 

The U.K. IHS Markit Manufacturing PMI dropped to three month low of 54.3 in June from 56.3 in May. However, the average PMI level over the second quarter as a whole 

was at 55.9, the best registered for three years.  

Global Key Economic Indicators and Developments 

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/eurozone-manufacturing-pmi-at-highest-in-6-years-2017-07-03
http://www.indiainfoline.com/article/news-top-story/uk-manufacturing-pmi-uk-manufacturing-pmi-at-three-month-low-117070300218_1.html
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Trade Balance & Currency 

India’s exports grew for the ninth month in May 2017, but 

large Imports pushed trade deficit to a 30-month high. 

Exports rose 8.3% YoY to $24 billion in May and Imports 

were up 33% YoY to $37.8 billion. May Trade Deficit stood 

at $13.84 billion which was more than double of $6.2 billion 

trade deficit recorded in the same month last year. The 

pace of growth of non-oil, non-gold Imports firmed up to 

19.8%, indicating strengthening of domestic demand. The 

growth in merchandise exports in May was broad based, 

led by petroleum products, engineering goods, gems and 

jewellery, and food items such as marine products and rice. 

Imports of gold, silver and precious and semi-precious 

stones recorded a growth of 128% in May while gems and 

jewellery exports rose 6% in the month. 

On the other hand,  India's Foreign Exchange (Forex) 

Reserves surged by $576.4 million to touch a new life-time 

high of $382.53 billion in the week to June 23, 2017 helped 

by a rise in foreign currency assets (FCAs). FCAs, a major 

component of overall reserves, rose by $580.2 million to 

$358.664 billion in the reporting week. Gold reserves 

remained unchanged at $20.095 billion. The special drawing 

rights with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) dipped 

by $1.5 million to $1.467 billion. In the previous week, the 

reserves had zoomed by $799 million to $381.955 billion. 

After 5 months of appreciation, Indian rupee (INR) 

depreciated against USD for the second month in June 

2017. During the month, INR depreciated against USD by 

0.10% from 64.5112 to 64.5788 .  

Trade Balance 
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3 Years of Modi Government  

& Key Policy Measures  

Drivers to Structural changes  

In India 
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s government completed three years. In these three years, Modi government introduced many policy moves.  

Goods and Services Tax (GST): The GST bill, which is effective from July 1, is the biggest tax reform being undertaken since Independence. It is subsume 

all indirect taxes to create one rate and integrate the country into a single market. Once the GST is in force, it replaced at least 17 states and federal taxes 

and brings them under single unified tax structure. GST is a comprehensive indirect tax on manufacture, sale and consumption of goods and services 

throughout India to replace taxes levied by the central and state governments. 

Demonetisation: The decision to ban the two highest value currency notes is seen as the most radical decision taken by the Modi government. The 

Prime Minister's sudden announcement on November 8 wiped out most of the currency in circulation and left millions scrambling for cash. The decision 

was aimed at tackling untaxed or black money. Amid long queues at ATMs and banks, the government also described its drastic move as a big push for a 

digital India. 86% of Indian currency has been frozen overnight. 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan: The Prime Minister launched his project for a clean India on Mahatma Gandhi’s birth anniversary 2nd October 2014. PM Modi 

roped in prominent personalities from the film industry, sports, media, business and other celebrities to promote the initiative. The objectives of Swachh 

Bharat are to reduce or eliminate open defecation through the construction of individual, cluster and community toilets. The Swachh Bharat mission will 

also make an initiative of establishing an accountable mechanism of monitoring latrine use. 

Jan Dhan Yojana: It was 15 August 2014 when Prime Minister Narendra Modi launched India's biggest ever financial inclusion drive. Under the scheme, if a person holds 

an account for more than six months he or she is allowed an overdraft of up to INR5,000. Last year over 19 lakh account holders had already availed an overdraft 

amounting to INR256 crore. Jan Dhan accounts holders are also able to claim accidental insurance cover of INR1 lakh. The scheme also provides life cover of INR 30,000 

payable on death of the beneficiary. 

Gram Uday Se Bharat Uday Abhiyan: In this abhiyan PM Modi said that villagers are expected to take an oath of tolerance and social harmony across the 

country on the first day of the campaign. The campaign will be run by the ministries of Agriculture, Labour, Rural Development, Social Justice, and 

Information and Broadcasting in coordination with the states. The prime focus of the campaign will be on issues pertaining to rural development, farmers’ 

earnings, social harmony and welfare of SC & ST population. Village farmer assemblies will be organised to promote agriculture by empowering them with 

information about various development schemes of the government such as Fasal Bima Yojana and Soil Health Card scheme.  

Krishi Sinchai Yojana: India is primarily an agricultural country and irrigation defines the success of agriculture. It is very important for any agricultural 

economy to have a proper irrigation channel throughout the country. PM Modi has identified this need and thus started this new scheme. As per the 

scheme details, just 45% of the farm land in India are accessible to the irrigation channels with remaining 55% depending on traditional methods of 

irrigation. This is the big opportunity and the Pradhan mantri Krishi Sinchai Yajona would ensure that adequate infrastructural arrangements are made so 

that maximum fields in the country are connected to the irrigation system properly. 

Modi Government Completes 3 years 
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Atal Pension Yojana: Atal Pension Yojana, for every contribution made to the pension fund, The Central Government would also co-contribute 50% of the 

total contribution or INR1,000 per annum, whichever is lower, to each eligible subscriber account, for a period of 5 years. The minimum age of joining APY is 18 

years and maximum age is 40 years. The age of exit and start of pension would be 60 years. Therefore, minimum period of contribution by the subscriber under 

APY would be 20 years or more. 

UDAN Scheme: On March 30, 2017, the Ministry of civil Aviation officially launched the ambitious regional connectivity scheme aimed at con nected tier 1 

and tier 2 cities with the metropolitan cities. Ude Desh Ka Aam Naagrik (UDAN) is an innovative scheme aimed at developing the Indian regional aviation 

market. The ambitious scheme aims at making flying more affordable and boosting air connectivity to and from un-served and underserved airports. The 

scheme has a unique market-based model to develop regional connectivity. The operators will get a Viability Gap Funding (VGF) apart from getting various 

concessions. Airline Allied Services (15 routes), SpiceJet (11 routes), Turbo Megha (18 routes), Air Deccan (34 routes) and Air Odisha (50 routes) have won the 

bids to start regional flights under the scheme. The total seats on these routes will be around 13 lakhs. 

Skill India: After Digital India and Make in India the PM Modi’s Government launched another programme named Skill India. The main objective of this 

scheme is to create opportunities, space and scope for the development of the talents of the Indian youth and to develop more of those sectors which have 

already been put under skill development for the last so many years and also to identify new sectors for skill development. The new programme aims at 

providing training and skill development to 500 million youth of our country by 2020, covering each and every village. 

UDAY: UDAY provides for the financial turnaround and revival of Power Distribution companies, and importantly also ensures a sust ainable permanent 

solution to the problem. UDAY is a path breaking reform for realizing the PM vision of affordable and accessible 24x7 Power for All.  It allows state 

governments, which own the DISCOMS, to take over 75 percent of their debt as of September 30, 2015, and pay back lenders by selling bonds. As on 

30.09.2015 total debt of all State owned DISCOMs was INR3.95 lakh crores. The 26 states and 1 UT which have joined the UDAY scheme account for total 

outstanding debt of INR3.82 lakh crores. Hence, around 97% of the total outstanding debt of all State DISCOMs has been covered under UDAY. As per the 

scheme, total liability opted for restructuring by the States through issuance of Bonds was INR2.69 lakh crores, covering 15 states. So far, States have already 

issued Bonds of entire INR2.09 lac crores and DISCOMs have issued Bonds worth INR0.23 lac crores. Bonds worth INR0.37 lakh crores is yet to be issued by 

various DISCOMs. Hence,  around 86% of the restructurable debt of States has been restructured so far under UDAY. Average AT&C loss for various states that 

opted for UDAY has come down to 20.2% in FY17. As per the industry data, Under the initiatives of UDAY, continuous focus has been given on billing and 

collection efficiency of Discoms. 

Make in  India: After taking charge, PM Modi launched the campaign to attract foreign investment and build brand India. Since then, the government has 

gradually eased restrictions for foreign investors and opened nearly 90 per cent of the country's industrial base, including the defense sectors and the railways.  

Cont’d.. 
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Privatization of Indian Railway Stations: The Indian Railways has selected 23 major stations in the country to be redeveloped and maintained by private 

contractors for 45 years from now, including the iconic Howrah station, Mumbai Central and Chennai Central. Habibganj railway station near Bhopal was 

announced as the first station in the country to be redeveloped under the PPP model as a world-class railway station. Under this project, only railway land will 

be allotted for 45 years to the private company, along with maintenance rights for a 15-year tenure. In turn, the private company will be making the 

investments to redevelop the station and will have commercial rights. But the core operations like signalling, track maintenance and running of trains will be 

undertaken by the railways itself. The overall investment in these 23 stations is estimated to be in the region of INR25,000 crore. 

Digital India: Digital India was launched by the Prime Minister of India Narendra Modi on 2 July 2015 with an objective of connecting rural areas with high-

speed Internet networks and improving digital literacy. The vision of Digital India programme is inclusive growth in areas of electronic services, products, 

manufacturing and job opportunities etc. and it is centred on three key areas, Digital Infrastructure as a Utility to Every Citizen, Governance & Services on 

Demand and Digital Empowerment of Citizens. 

Making Manufacturing Indigenous: The ministry of Urban development recently announced that it is now mandatory for the metro rail companies to 

procure minimum 75 per cent of train cars and 25 per cent of critical equipment from within the country to encourage Make in India Initiative announced by 

Modi Government. Under this new norm, the suppliers may either establish independent manufacturing facility in India or partner with Indian manufacturers, 

provided the procurement is more than 100 cars. At present, it is not mandatory for the companies to procure metro train cars manufactured in India.This 

move will boost the metro rail systems in India and will prevent Indian companies from the competition of foreign companies. The Indian Companies which 

makes wagons and equipment will be most benefitted by this move as this will incentivize setting up of manufacturing facilities in the country due to increase in 

orders and consequently help in increasing manufacturing capacities. And reduce the cost through economies of scale. Metro is emerging askey solutions to 

fulfill demand for urban transportation in India and as per the industry estimates, A total number of 1,912 metro coaches are currently operational in the 

country with another 1,420 under procurement. Over the next three years more than 1,600 metro cars would be required. 

LPG subsidy reforms: Initially started as a ‘Give It Up’ campaign, the Petroleum and Natural Gas Ministry headed by Dharmendra Pradhan barred LPG subsidy 

to customers who earn more than INR10 lakh per annum. The amount saved was used to give over five lakh new LPG connections to those who still use 

firewood’s or kerosene stoves for cooking. 

OROP: Under the OROP scheme the government said it would revise pension every five years where the veterans protested and demanded that it should be 

revised every two years. The government announced that OROP will be implemented from July 1, 2014 and the base year would be 2013 but the ex-

servicemen objected and said it should nbe implemented from April 1, 2014 instead of July 1. The veterans even demanded that every person in the army 

should be a beneficiary under the OROP scheme. The estimated cost to implement OROP will be between INR8,000 crore to INR10,000 crore. 

Cont’d.. 
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Real Estate Bill (RERA): A real estate bill was established in 2016 to protect buyers who are aiming to get new properties. This is to help people get  new 

properties and to invest in real estate. All buyers will be supported as they will be protected from fraud and other questionable act. This is to help getting more 

out of the process of acquiring a home. 

Economic Reforms and Policy Implementation: Modi led NDA government’s primary focus is on reviving Indian economy through major reforms in 

manufacturing and export sector. Government has not only increased the limits of FDI in Railways, Insurance and Defense but also encouraged privatisation of 

loss making public sector companies. On the infrastructure front, government has already begun work on connecting major metros under Diamond 

Quadrilateral rail corridor project. Major reforms and developments are under process for Modi dream projects: 100 Smart Cities and Clean Ganga Mission. 

Tourism Gets a Push: Tourism featured prominently in the government’s action plan. Its prime target has been to make India a world class travel destination. 

In last one year, the visa system underwent a major revamp. Introduction of visa-on-arrival service for all leading nations was a key step in this direction.  

Moreover, growth has been reportedly observed in the number of foreign tourist arrivals after the Modi government came to power. 

Implementation of Neighborhood First Policy: One of the major policy initiatives taken by Modi government was to actively focus on improving ties with 

immediate neighbours. Inviting all heads of SAARC nations to Modi’s swearing-in ceremony was an aggressive and smart move by Modi as a Prime Minister. It 

gave bold message to the World that no one does swearing-in in Asia like we do. It was the first diplomatic victory for Modi and India started taking itself 

seriously again. 

Foreign Policy Put on Fast-track Mode: Modi’s foreign policy is currently focused on improving relations with neighboring countries and getting the world to 

invest in India. In the US, he met several American business leaders and invited them to be a part of Make in India programme. During his visit to France, he 

urged Airbus, the aerospace giant, to explore manufacturing opportunities in India. While in Germany, he made a strong pitch for the Make in India initiative. 

He has been trying to send across the message of a more competitive, confident and secure India. 

Cont’d.. 
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Auto and Auto Ancillary: A Smooth Highway Ahead of Bumpy Lane 

Automobile sector in India is one of the most emerging sectors owing to strong economic growth and increasing investment in the infrastructure and road construction in 

the country. Currently, the sector contributes 7.00 percent of country’s total GDP, and the contribution is likely to grow further in coming years. In the last four consecutive 

years the automobile sector showed persistent growth in total sales number, which continued in the recent years too. Strong policy development and rural centric budget 

boosted the sector further. Although the growth took a pause during the demonetization phase, but since the beginning of CY2017, the total sales number across the auto-

mobile segments started showing active recovery but could not come out the total shock.  

BS IV implementation: Beginning of The New Era 

The first six months of CY2017 witnessed some major development which shaped the sector in a new way. It started with the rural centric budget, which enforces more 

investment and better connectivity schemes, auguring the future of the automobile sector in the country. Although the recovery took another pause on the back of BSIV 

implementation, under which the vehicle’s old engine technology changed or replaced with BSIV to make it more fuel efficient and less polluted vehicle. The changes were 

not restricted within engines only; it also changed the total axle load and made the vehicle more automated than ever. These changes will help the drivers of the vehicles to 

detect any maintenance issues and emergency. Due to this move, most of the major automobile companies left with hefty BSIII inventory with dealers and distributors. To 

clear the hefty inventory, almost every company adopted a strategy of price dilution through providing heavy discounts, which helped the companies to mitigate the total 

effect of losses. Companies including Bajaj Auto, Mahindra & Mahindra and Hero MotoCorp faced some challenges to clear the overall BSIII inventory amongst others. 

Impact of GST:  

But the auto sales soon picked up with incremental demand experienced across the country. With positive expectation of normal to higher rainfall brought the joy amongst 

the automobile companies. Hence, the sector is expected to observe another season of increasing sales of automobiles, this year. However, this joy could be hurt on the 

back of Goods and Service Tax (GST) implementation in India from July 1, 2017. Under the new tax regime, most of the passenger vehicles and utility vehicles will be under 

28% and 40% category, where there will be no major difference from the earlier tax regime. However the farm equipment and Tractors will be taxed under the 18% tax cat-

egory as compared to the earlier 12% rate. It was decided earlier that the tractor parts and components will be taxed under 28% tax category. But, in a recent update it is 

changed to 18% only. So, overall the farm industry sector is expected to see upside from this level itself. 

Current tax structure for small cars (less than 4 metre in length and petrol engine under 1,200 cc and diesel engine under 1,500 cc) includes 12.5 % tax, with another 12.5% 

to 14.5% of VAT and levies, bringing the total rate up to between 25% to 27.5%. With the implementation of the new GST tax rates, the total tax figure may be increased to 

more than 29%, resulting in an increase in prices of small cars. Small car segment is majorly dependent on competitive price. Such a price hike is likely to have a negative 

impact on purchases. Speaking of mid-segment cars such as the Honda City and the Hyundai Creta, these will largely remain unaffected GST rates as these vehicles are al-

ready charged at around 43% of tax rate. 

Coming on to luxury vehicles, GST will come as a relief to those looking forward to purchasing a luxury car or SUV. Luxury vehicles currently are taxed heavily at 55%, howev-

er post GST this tax would slip down to 43% (28% + 15%), resulting in a reduction of 12% in the tax rate. Concessions or rebates on hybrid and electric vehicles are awaited 

from the Government. 
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Likewise, the Auto Ancillary sector will likely to be affected from the GST implementation. Currently, the auto ancillary sector comes under 28-30% tax rate. With the up-

coming GST regime, the auto ancillary industry will be taxed at 18%. Hence, this sector is likely to get a boost upon successful implementation of GST. At present, the indus-

try is enjoying the benefits of a favorable demand cycle in domestic market and increasing globalization of Indian auto suppliers. The tax benefit will be passed on to OEMs 

(original equipment manufacturers) which will then expect to drive expansion in auto demand.  

So, looking at the overall auto and auto ancillary sector, it had a paradigm shift over the years. Going forward, the sector will continue to meet higher demand in India, 

which will be backed by rising income and growing young population in the country. Moreover, the government initiative of continuous policy development in the sector 

would increase the flow of foreign investment. Also, an active shift toward clean energy vehicle will likely to be a positive factor for the sector, going forward. 

 

 

 

Commercial Vehicle comparative sales (2016 VS 2017) Passenger Vehicle comparative sales (2016 VS 2017) 
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Oil & Gas Sector: Emerging Strong With New Strategies 

Oil & Gas sector in India is another important sector that became highly liberalized in recent years. This sector attracted new investment, which increased the total domestic 

production of oil and gas. A number of policy reforms have been taken by the Government of India to remove obstacles to investment and incentivize oil and gas sector on 

the lines of ease of doing business, minimum government interference with maximum governance and promote Make- In India initiative revitalized the sector in a new way. 

On the Union Budget, the Government of India announced that the oil sector will be going through an overall restructure. As India is a net oil and gas importer, volatility of 

oil price always have impacted the total import bill. Also, the government decided to disinvest some of its stake from oil refining and oil marketing companies, and create an 

integrated oil behemoth to control the whole operation (i.e, production, transportation and refining business) in the domestic market. Government of India also started to 

activity of divestment of its stake to make it more streamlined. As per the plan ONGC and HPCL set a stage for creating an integrated oil company, which is still under discus-

sion. Upon successful integration, Indian oil and gas sector could directly compete with the international oil and gas players. This will give the sector a major push, going 

forward. Private players like Reliance and Essar Oil also looking for certain opportunities to participate in the restructuring activity. 

Open Acreage Policy 

Also, to bring more healthy investment into the sector, the oil ministry of India had taken new initiatives of new oil and gas auction policy. Now, India's oil and gas compa-

nies will be able to select exploration blocks on their own, without waiting for a formal bid round from the government. As a necessary complement to the open acreage 

license policy (OALP), the country's first national data repository (NDR) was also launched. The NDR will allow explorers to access seismic data on the sedimentary basin be-

fore making their bids. The twin launches of OALP and NDR are set to give India's oil and gas exploration a big push. The new model will replace the controversial production

-sharing contract that has governed the bidding under nine earlier New Exploration Licensing Policy (NELP) rounds. 

Daily Price Revision: A strategy to meet international pricing standards 

Another significant development emerged in the sector was daily price revision of the petroleum products in India. The daily price change practice, commonly followed in 

many developed countries, is called dynamic fuel pricing. It is a practice in which the companies change the prices of petrol and diesel every day, based on crude price 

movements and don’t have to wait for a fortnightly review to adjust the prices. The proposed move will allow the oil companies to align their retail prices more closely with 

the crude prices and will help them in tapering their losses, as currently, the oil companies are vulnerable to fluctuations in currency and crude oil prices over the 14-day 

cycle of retail price adjustment. This shift in pricing practice will also help in predicting their margins more accurately. 

GST Impact 

Most recently, the sector has gone through some challenges over GST implementation. When every other sector in India are expected to see a whole new tax regime to be 

applied, but the oil & gas sector is still under haze. As previously it was decide by the government of India to keep the petrol, diesel, jet fuel and natural gas out of the new 

tax regime, and the sector has to comply with both the tax regime. But the tax credit cannot be transferred between two systems. Hence oil and gas companies is likely to 

face challenges after the GST roll out. However, other oil products such as Kerosene, liquefied petroleum gas and naphtha were included in the GST.   

Although in a recent announcement before fortnight of GST implementation that natural gas may come under the GST tax regime, which brought at least some clarity on 

the policy. Unlike other industries which can take credit for any tax paid towards furtherance of business, no credits on input GST will be available to the oil and gas industry 

leading to huge additional indirect tax burden with stranded costs of about INR25,000 crore.  However, looking ahead, it is expected that slowly oil and gas sector will come 

under this regime and will enjoy the benefit of the tax credit. 
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Infrastructure Sector 

Infrastructure sector is crucial for enhancing India’s overall development. The current government has taken lot of initiatives that would ensure the sta-

ble and structured infrastructure in the country. The Union Government has allocated INR396135 crore in the Union Budget 2017-18, which is a clear sign 

that the sector has a long run towards economic growth. The enhanced allocation in capex for roads, railways and other infrastructure such as irrigation, 

power is a great boost to the sector. Granting the infrastructure status to the affordable housing segment will help the construction sector in further 

grabbing order inflows. Roads and smart cities are the two key areas which have lot of potential. Recently, to encourage Make in India Initiative an-

nounced by Modi Government it is now mandatory for the metro rail companies to procure minimum 75 per cent of train cars and 25 per cent of critical 

equipment from within the country. The Indian Companies which makes wagons and equipment will be most benefitted by this move as this will incentiv-

ize setting up of manufacturing facilities in the country due to increase in orders and consequently help in increasing manufacturing capacities. Many 

companies in the construction activities and building materials are expanding their existing capacities or building new plants in order to achieve more 

contracts. In the last six months there have been many developments which leads to receding stress of the debt laden companies. InvITs entered into the 

market through IRB Infra (around INR5000 crore InvIT) and three more in the pipeline are expected to reduce the significant amount of debt of the 

stressed companies. Thereby, providing cash flow relief to the sector.                                                                                                                                                                                       

Road Infrastructure 

The budget announcement this year focused on improving the transport connectivity in In-

dia. Government has allocated INR 64900 crore for the road transport and encourage tour-

ism and better connectivity with ports and remote villages for which government will devel-

op 2000 kms of roads in Coastal regions. For the last fiscal year ending March 2017, total 

length of Highways constructed in India is 8144 kms against 6029 kms in the corresponding 

period last year. On the award front total lenght is 16031 kms against 10,000 kms. For the 

first two months of FY18 total length of highways constructed in India is 1627 kms, which is 

38.46 per cent higher from the same period last fiscal. On the award front total length is 379 

kms, which is 40.68 per cent lower than the corresponding period previous year. The gov-

ernment is targeting to complete around 15000 kms construction of highways in FY17-18. 

One of the focus areas of the Narendra Modi government, construction of highways figures 

prominently in its overall effort to multiply infrastructure investments.  

*Data as of April-May 2017 
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Power  

The Indian power sector has an investment potential of USD 250 billion in the next 4-5 years. 

The government has accelerated the development of power transmission networks to satisfy 

the projected electricity demand. The Governments’ UDAY scheme to improve the financial 

health of the discoms is another move for making the power sector stable as discoms are run-

ning through the losses and the Debt restructuring plan of the government will help in improv-

ing their financial capacity to make timely payments to power generation companies.  

Power generation from conventional sources in Jan 17- May17 period was 497.28 BU against 

476.90 BU in the same period last year, an increase of 4.2%. On the other side generation from 

renewable sources reported at 24.54 BU, increased by 24.44% YoY. As of 31st May 2017, the 

total installed Capacity is reported at 330260.53 MW. The consistent increase in renewable 

energy shows that India is efficiently working towards generating electricity from renewable 

sources and producing clean energy. With the various announcement in the Union Budget 2017-

18 like Promoting clean energy, Solar capacity addition, higher spending on rural electrification 

and lower import duty in liquefied natural gas, etc. will likely to boost the power sector. Gov-

ernment’s plan to provide the electricity to every home by 2020 and ensuring that cost of pow-

er is affordable to everyone will increase the confidence in the Power sector. 

Impact of GST 

Under GST, reduction in tax rate on domestic coal to 5% will be relief in the cost of power gen-

eration. It would help reduce the final tariff and the benefit would be passed on to the consum-

ers. There will be marginally negative impact on Boiler, Turbine and generator equipment for 

thermal power projects for which GST would be applicable at the rate of 18%. The GST council 

has levied 5% GST on solar penal which was earlier exempted from tax and it will marginally 

increase the solar power project costs. 

Source: Ministry of Power, SMIFS Research  

Source: Ministry of Power, SMIFS Research  
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Real Estate 

The first six months of the 2017 for real estate was subdued due to demonetization resulting in 

muted demand. The real estate market is facing a slowdown, leading to significant delays in pro-

ject execution. Housing sector continued to get affected post-demonetization. However, afforda-

ble housing segment started picking up on the back of fall in interest rates and the government’s 

move to give infrastructure status to low cost homes. According to reports, Housing sales fell by 

41 per cent during January-May period of 2017 at 1.10 lakh units across 42 major cities as proper-

ty demand continued to be sluggish post demonetization. The launch of new homes also fell 62 

per cent to 70,450 units during the first five months of this year as against 1,85,820 units in the 

corresponding period of the previous year. With the implementation of RERA, developers can 

market only those projects which have received all approvals. They must disclose all approvals, 

timelines and the project master plan before launch, and keep 70% of sales proceeds from every 

project in an escrow account. The project deliveries are expected to go down as developers are in 

hurry to complete previously launched projects to avoid penalties.  

Due to Demonetization and implementation of RERA, we believe most of the unorganized small 

players in real estate market may be forced to either get organized or shut their businesses as 

most of the small builders deal in cash. we also believe that the organized players are likely to 

benefit from the space vacated by the small players. Customers are waiting for the interest rate 

on loan and the prices of the property to come down as they are unlikely to invest in the property 

for the near term. 

Impact of GST 

For the Real Estate, implementation of GST may be positive sentiment booster. Under GST, all under-construction properties will be charged at 12% 

(excluding stamp duty and registration charges). Previously, Developers had to pay several taxes. GST will eliminate all the other taxes and the benefit of 

input tax credit will improve the developers’ profitability. Also builder has to pass on the benefit he enjoys due to input tax credit, for which government 

has levied anti profiteering clause. There will be no tax under GST for housing projects which comes under the affordable housing scheme. The GST is likely 

to streamline the tax structure in the sector but unlikely to have any significant impact on the prices of property. 
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Cement 

For the first four months of CY2017, total cement production in India reported was 92.92 

million tonnes which was down by around 10% as compared to the same period year ago. 

The decline of cement production due to severe liquidity crunch as construction activities 

was severely impacted because the segment deals in cash. Demonetization and the hike in 

the fuel prices delayed the demand recovery in the beginning of 2017. However, the de-

mand is recovering post note ban and prices of the cement started increasing.  

After seeing a sustained rise since February-17, cement prices started declining since May 

2017 due to demand weakness and the government’s intervention to curb sharp price in-

creases. All India cement prices decreased by INR6/bag m-o-m to INR343/bag in June 2017 

as prices decreased in the North, Central and South. Price decreases were strongest in the 

South followed by North and Central region even as East saw some moderation. Cement 

prices in the West improved by INR2/bag m-o-m and stand at INR335/bag currently. Cement 

prices in South have declined by INR12/bag m-o-m — average prices now stand at INR368/

bag. Cement prices in East saw improvement of INR3/bag m-o-m in June 2017. The cement 

firms may see the improvement in the realizations in Q1-FY18 but higher production cost 

through increase in pet-coke prices will impact the profitability.  

The cement Industry is expected to grow at 6-7% in the current fiscal with prospects of nor-

mal monsoons, increased focus and outlay for agriculture, infrastructure as well as afforda-

ble housing and thrust on construction of cement concrete roads as demand boosters. Be-

sides, the launch of smart cities and urban infrastructure development along with imple-

mentation of GST will also bring opportunities for growth for the sector.  

Impact of GST 

Cement will attract 28% GST against 23-25% previously, which means marginally increases cost for infra sector. However, the raw materials for cement like 

limestone, coal which are kept at 5% rate can reduce the operating cost for the end consumers only if the cement companies pass on their savings to the con-

sumers.  
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FMCG Sector 

CY 2017 has been an eventful year till now for the FMCG sector as it 

has witnessed the aftermath of demonetization and the finalization of 

GST rate slabs for all its categories.  However, there was some 

disruptions in the sector as a whole. The topline and bottomline for 

most companies for the reported missed the consensus estimate due 

to volume de-growth, affected by demonetization. Increase in prices of 

key input materials were also seen in the first three months this 

calendar year, as a result few companies had to go for a price hike or 

cut in quantities.  But, the sector saw some easing in the raw material 

prices such as Palm Oil, Sugar and Wheat on both global and domestic 

front which brought some relief for the companies and expecting a 

good quarter going forward.  

On March 22, 2017, Indian Finance Minister, Mr. Arun Jaitley 

announced the finalization of GST rates for all goods and services and 

have been put in slabs of 5 percent, 12 percent, 18 percent and 28 

percent, exempting Gold and precious metals at 3 percent and rough 

diamonds at 0.25 percent. It is found out that the FMCG sector will be 

the key beneficiary once the GST is rolled out as Food items, which is 

the biggest contributor to retail inflation, will be taxed at 0-5 percent 

much in line to its current tax rate. However, Detergents, Shampoos, 

Hair Dyes, Skin care products, Paints, Deodrants, Shaving Kits, 

Cigarettes and Aerated drinks might see a price hike as the GST tax will 

be more than the current tax rates.  The companies in the above said 

segments might see a disruption in their topline for a couple of 

quarters after GST rollout. The Company may have to pass the 

difference in pre and post-GST prices to the customers . 

Source: Bloomberg, SMIFS Research  

Source: Bloomberg, SMIFS Research  Source: NCDEX, SMIFS Research  

Source: NCDEX, SMIFS Research  
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Consumer Durables Sector 

The companies in the Consumer durables sector were the hot chips in 

the beginning of the Calendar Year. The better performance by most of 

the companies post demonetization, coupled with early heat wave 

conditions in various parts of the country with anticipations of a deficit 

monsoon made the stocks hot chips for investors in the first 3-4 

months. Increase in disposable income, a better lifestyle and a growing 

share of large companies also boosted the sentiments of the investors. 

 

With the announcement of the GST rate slabs and putting all white 

goods under the 28 percent tax slab inclining with luxury goods, it took 

the industry by a surprise. The industry was expecting 18 percent for 

some of the appliances, such as television and refrigerators, as they 

have become a necessity and no longer luxury items. The current tax 

rates on the white good appliances are in the range of 23-26 percent. It 

will be difficult for the companies to absorb this and is likely to pass 

this on to the customers. A price hike of 3-4 percent is expected on 

these appliances once GST is rolled out. This might also result in low 

demand in the short term. On the other hand, the retailers started 

giving huge discounts on all electronic goods as they were worried that 

any stock which they have procured in the last six months will not get 

full set off on the tax that they have already paid once GST transition 

starts from July 01, 2017. Also, the rising trend in the Copper price, a 

key component in the manufacturing of consumer durable products 

might be an issue going forward. It is now to look how the companies 

set-off the GST rates and the rise in copper prices.         

 

Source: Bloomberg, SMIFS Research  
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Textile Sector 

It was a double whammy for the sector at the beginning of the 

calendar year. Quarterly performance below the consensus estimate 

due to demonetization  and increase in raw material prices such as 

cotton and wool were the main factors. However, the companies were 

hopeful and planned accordingly  for a better year going forward after  

the wrath of the demonetization, slowdown in cotton prices due to 

favorable weather and a transparent policy by the Indian government 

which will boost the sector as a whole.  

 

But, the positive sentiments in the sector were short-lived after the 

announcement of GST tax rates  as the rates are not uniform and varies 

depending on the categories, creating  a chaos in the industry and in 

investors as well. The tax rates vary from 5-18 percent under the new 

tax regime. Cotton and wool will be taxed at 5 percent from current 

zero central excise duty. However, Silk and Jute will not be taxed. 

Apparels which earlier levied at 6-7 percent will now be levied at 5 

percent for apparels below INR1000, where as, apparels above 

INR1000 will be levied at 12 percent. Man-made or synthetic fibre and 

yarns have been placed in the highest tax slab of 18 percent. 

Moreover, textile jobs works such as cutting, embroidery, finishing, 

washing or pressing, packing, bleaching, dyeing, printing, knitting, and 

colouring has been brought under the 5 percent GST slab, revised from 

18 percent slab decided earlier. In the current tax regime, no tax is 

levied for these works. This can lead to increase in input costs and can 

adversely affect the entire supply chain.  

Source: Bloomberg, SMIFS Research  

Textile is the second largest employer in India. All these might result in 

huge job losses and negative impact on salaries in the sector, going 

against the PM’s mandate of create enough job opportunity in the coun-

try. The country witnessed three day strikes and protest from the textile 

traders voicing their concerns over GST as not much time was given to 

prepare and bear the tax burden once GST is rolled out. It is now to look 

how the traders quickly adjust themselves with the new tax regime as the 

festive season already starting early this year followed by wedding season. 

We believe the companies will take a month to adjust themselves within 

the new tax regime.  It is also believed that the companies in the hosiery 

segment to benefit under GST as 90 percent of the products are priced 

below INR1000 and the organized players will enjoy good market share 

from the unorganized ones.        
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Banking & Financial Services 

SBI merger with five associate banks. 

In the largest consolidation in the banking space, five associate banks and Bharatiya Mahila Bank were merged with SBI on 1 April, putting the lender in the 

league of top 50 global banks. 

SBI is currently in the process of integrating the merged entities’ operations with its own to leverage cost and operational efficiencies. However, the bank is 

likely to see deterioration in its asset quality following the merger which would be reflected in the results of the first quarter of FY18. On 5th June 2017, the 

bank raised INR 15000 Crore worth of equity capital through the largest ever institutional placement to cushion the balance sheet against any possible surge in 

bad loans. 

INR 10,000 cr allocated for PSB recapitalization in the Union Budget 2018  

The Union Budget for FY18 allocated INR 10,000 Crore towards recapitalisation of public sector banks in FY2017-18. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley said addition-

al allocation will be made as and when required. Under Indradhanush roadmap announced in 2015, the government will infuse INR. 70,000 crore in state banks 

over four years while they will have to raise a further INR 1.1 lakh crore from the markets to meet their capital requirement in line with global risk norms, 

known as Basel—III. In line with the blueprint, public sector banks has been given INR 25,000 crore in each FY16 and FY17. 

NPA ordinance: Another act of bad loan resolution 

President Pranab Mukherjee approved the promulgation of the ordinance giving greater powers to Reserve Bank of India to tackle mounting bad loans in the 

banking sector. The ordinance has a provision under which the central government may authorise the Reserve Bank of India to issue directions to any banking 

company to initiate insolvency in respect of a default under the provision of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code. 2016. 

Bad loans have risen to INR 8 lakh crore till March 2017.The previous policies by RBI to solve the bad loan menace have not been fruitful for the banking system 

be it S4A, SDR or 5:25 mechanism. The timelines to resolve a case under IBC are strict with a maximum period of 270 days (initially 180 days, with a one-time 

90-day extension). After this, a company will be automatically liquidated. This directive will significantly expedite the resolution process and will help in loan 

recoveries. Under the new ordinance, lowering the threshold needed for implementation of Corrective Action Plan and monetary penalties for not meeting the 

deadlines will do hasten the process of resolution and solve the NPA menace in time bound manner but in order to achieve that, the lenders of the consortium 

should act collectively and come to conclusion on CAP in a timely manner. Earlier where each stakeholder was expecting others to take initiative, the amend-

ment puts the onus on RBI to initiate the resolution process. 
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Till now Reserve Bank of India has identified 12 accounts for insolvency proceedings with each of them having over Rs 5,000 crore of outstanding loans, ac-

counting for 25 per cent of total NPAs of banks. These 12 accounts, having NPAs of about Rs 2 lakh crore, would qualify for immediate reference under the In-

solvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC). Most of the accounts are in steel sector, such as Bhushan Steel, Bhushan Power & Steel, Essar Steel, Lanco Infratech, Mon-

net Ispat, Electrosteel Steels, Jaypee Infratech and Era Infra. The others are Amtek Auto, Alok Industries, ABG Shipyard and Jyothi Structures. 

The Reserve Bank of India has asked banks to make additional provisions of up to 100 percent on the 12 loan accounts to be referred to the NCLT (National 

Company Law Tribunal). RBI has told banks to set aside 50 percent provision against the secured portion of these loans and 100 percent provision against the 

unsecured part. 

So the bad loan menace has gathered pace and we may see re rating in the PSU space per se with private peers continue to be safe bet.  

GST Impact 

Among the services provided by Banks and NBFCs, financial services such as fund based, fee-based and insurance services will see major shifts as the GST kicks 

in. 

Under the previous indirect tax regime, Banks and NBFCs with pan India operations could discharge its service tax compliances through a single centralized reg-

istration. However, under the current scenario separate registration would be required for each state where they operate 

Under GST, more than one Adjudicating Authority would be involved for the assessments which would lead to difference in opinions and prolonged adjudi-

cating process.  

The tax rate for the financial services has been fixed at 18 per cent as against 15 per cent in the Service Tax regime. This would lead to consumers shedding out 

more for banking services, insurance premium payments and credit card bills. As per the experts, though the customers will have to pay a higher rate of GST at 

18 per cent compared to 15 per cent service tax earlier, the overall impact should be positive given the convenience and simplicity associated with a single tax 

regime. 
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Information Technology 

NASSCOM forecasts Indian IT industry’s growth to remain flat in 2017-18 

Indian IT industry body Nasscom has forecasted the sector’s export revenues to grow at 7-8% in 2017-18, as the industry faces continued headwinds from the 

US market. Revenue for the domestic market is projected to grow at 10-11% in 2017-18. On the positive side, the Indian IT sector is expected to benefit from 

improvements in financial services and digital businesses. Additionally, industry is expected to add around 1,30,000 to 1,50,000 jobs during the year. 

Buyback trend in the IT industry 

TCS Ltd:  

TCS bought back 561,40,350 equity shares of the Company for an aggregate amount not exceeding INR 16,000 crore, being 2.85% of the total paid up equity 

share capital, at INR 2,850 per Equity Share. 

HCL Technologies Ltd: 

The company intends to buy back 3,50,00,000 equity shares representing 16.39 per cent of the fully paid-up equity share capital at INR 1,000 per Equity Share. 

Mindtree:  

Mindtree will buy back up to 43.2 lakh shares, comprising 2.5% of the total paid up equity share capital at a price of up to INR625 per equity share. The aggre-

gate amount for the share buyback is pegged at INR 270 crore. 

Infosys: 

The board of Infosys plans to return INR13,000 Crore to shareholders during financial year 2018 by way of dividend and/or share buyback. 

GST Impact 

IT services industrys’ protectionist measure has been known to all, but it is not the only concern the industry has been facing. Lately, it has been experiencing 

the shift from skilled workers to automation which is expected to take away up to 5 lakh jobs from India’s IT sector in the next five years. GST is going to catalyze 

greater IT adoption where businesses will soon go digital and Digital India would emerge as the winner.  

On the tax rates front, the rate may come as 18% to 20% which will lead to higher cost of IT services for the end users. However, under the previous regime the 

indirect tax summed to around 20 to 25% higher than under the GST regime hence the IT products may get cheaper. 
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IT sector under the GST Regime 

Under the GST regime, all the offices (HO and branches) need to register for their respective locations unlike in the earlier scenario where all service providers 

were registered under the Central Service Tax department and billing, utilization of credit etc was done from single location. This would lead to difficulties for 

big IT service providers with various branches throughout India.  

Import/Export of IT services 

On imports, Basic Custom Duty will be charged which will comprise of two components i.e basic duty and IGST. IGST will subsume CVD and SAD. The IGST will be 

computed on transaction value of imported goods plus duties and taxes, etc charged in other statute apart from GST law. On import of services, GST will be 

based on RCM hence all software or SaaS bought online will be subject to IGST. The input credit will be allowed on imports. 

Exports under GST will be zero rated except on items that have an export duty currently. Under GST, exemptions like supply of service to SEZ etc will be replaced 

by refunds after exports.  

In the long term, GST will be fruitful for the IT sector but there will be challenges for some time ahead.  
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Agriculture & Agrochemicals 

 Farmers suffered back to back droughts which resulted in a negative growth in food grain production for 

the last couple of years. Then there was a stress in agriculture because of demonetization which led to 

lower food inflation which also didn’t bode well for the farmers. In order to protect the farm sector from 

the monsoon vagaries and heal the wounds of demonetization, GOI took plethora of measures this year to 

insulate the sector .  

 Rural and agriculture sector allocation in Union Budget went up 24 per cent and government took a pledge 

to double farmer’s income in the next 5 years. Another new model law called Agriculture Produce Market 

Committee Act is proposed which would cap market fees and commission charges payable by a farmer 

after bringing produce to a wholesale market. Agriculture Ministry also entered into an understanding with 

hybrid seed companies to sell seeds majorly used in vegetables, grains and paddy at a rate which is 10 per 

cent below the printed Maximum Retail Price (MRP) from June 19 onwards. GST on food grains is also ex-

empted and now GST on fertilizers and tractors part was bought down to 5% and 18% respectively to pro-

vide relief to the farmers 

 Irrespective of  such attempts , there was a crash in food prices which  made farmers demand for farm 

loan waiver. Prices of hybrid seeds and fertilizers remained high and cartelization of traders made the 

farmers sell their produce at low prices. This led to a wave of unrest among farmers. Moreover if IMD’s 

monsoon forecast comes true then bumper production will further lower the price.   

 Loan waivers will provide some relief to farmers in such situations, but there are debates about the long-

term effectiveness of the measure. The situation can only improve if all export bans, private stocking limits 

and restrictions on futures trading in all agri-commodities are abolished. For perishable goods better stor-

age facilities should be developed value chains should be properly developed.   

 The BJP government rode to power in 2014 generating a hope in the people. But the government showed 

poor performance in the sector which was testified by a growth rate of less than 2 per cent per annum 

during 2014/15 to 2016/17. The Narendra Modi government also promised 50 per cent margins to farmers 

over their cost. But the net margins of most agricultural commodities namely paddy, maize, cotton has 

gone down in Modi regime. Modi government has increased the MSP by only 4% this year as against 13.5% 

growth seen in 2010-13. Finance Minister Arun Jaitley even said that the Centre will not fund any of the 

loan waivers by states and they will have to raise their own fund.  

Source: Price policy reports of CACP 

Average Net Margin in Crops during Congress Vs NDA 

Government 
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Metals– Ferrous and Non-ferrous 

 

 The several tailwinds seen by the metal sector like cut in global capacity of steel & aluminum, deficit in zinc, 

slew of government measures like anti-dumping duty and increase in infrastructure spending are likely to 

support the investor’s bullish stance for the sector -- at least for the next half of the calendar year 2017 

 Steel is a major component in buildings, infrastructure, tools, ships, automobiles, machines, appliances, 

and weapons. However since the last couple of years, the sector was hit by cheaper imports from china and 

was reeling under sluggish demand condition. In order to support the sector, Government of India has taken 

several measures in 2017. 

  India has imposed anti-dumping duties on 47 hot-rolled flat products of alloys and non alloys of steel manu-

factured and exported from China, Japan, Korea, Russia, Brazil and Indonesia effective for five years from the 

date of implementation. Lately, the cabinet also cleared the National Steel Policy which also favored the do-

mestic steel manufacturers. Further, thrust to Infrastructure Sector in Union Budget 2017-18 is also likely to 

raise the demand for Steel. Government’s move to address the issue of non-performing assets in the banking 

system will also uplift the steel sector in a major way with ministry of Steel expecting the NPA’s to disappear 

by the end of 2017-18 as banks would offer a combination of features of various restructuring schemes to 

help the companies come out of distress.  

 Demand for the metal is improving as the off take from railways has picked up (+52% YoY) which is believed 

to increase capital outlays including those in city metro rails. Demand was weak from the construction sector 

as off take of bars/rods and structural were flat YoY at 6.9 MT reflecting subdued off take from the real es-

tate sector.  

 With the onset of the new tax structure, the sector is likely to witness collateral gains. The credit cycle will 

become smooth, thereby improving the visibility of revenues and increasing liquidity and availability of work-

ing capital.  As far as the rates are concerned, it will be neutral for this sector.  

 Aruna Sharma, the Steel Secretary a while back, indicated that in this fiscal there is an expectation that global 

demand could go up by about 4-5 percent. The recent fall in coking coal and iron ore prices also augurs well 

for domestic steelmakers. Iron ore prices are likely to fall below $50 a tonne by the end of 2017. Steel ex-

ports from China have not increased which is a good sign for the Indian steelmakers. 

Source: Bloomberg, SMIFS Research  

Source: Bloomberg, SMIFS Research  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Building
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infrastructure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tool
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Automobile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Machine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weapon
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 Among LME base metals, Zinc , which is mainly used in galvanizing Steel and Iron in spite of showing a stellar performance in 2016, failed to prove lucky this year. LME 

Zinc witnessed a gain of mere 8 per cent this year. This is because of the fall in demand for Steel in China is pinching the Silvery White Metal. China pledged to cut 150 

million tonnes of excess capacity by 2020 to crackdown the excess pollution. Also, the aggressive measures taken by the People’s bank of China to cool the overheat-

ed property market is pushing the zinc prices lower. China’s refined zinc output fell to 41,300 tonnes as of April’17 as against 43,400 tonnes in Mar’17. However, Pro-

duction of zinc has further declined following the closure of Australia’s giant century mine and Ireland’s Lisheen mine. This indicates that the zinc market may witness 

turnaround pretty soon given that the China could move towards refined metal imports amidst dwindling concentrate supplies. Domestic demand for the metal may 

also increase given govt.’s thrust on reviving the fortune of the Steel sector. 

 Copper prices have unwound much of the gains that followed the US election last November. Some of the world's largest copper mines faced supply disruptions early 

this year, including Escondida, the world’s largest, while a ban on exports in Indonesia meant Freeport's production and shipments fell. Demand growth in China, cop-

per's biggest consumer, is expected to slow gradually. US demand is expected to improve, given the proposed increase in infrastructure expenditure. However, US 

copper demand is dwarfed by Chinese demand. Meanwhile, large quantities of copper are still in Chinese bonded warehouses and may pose a threat to supply. 

 The aluminium business benefitted from higher LME and largely stable coal costs this year. Aluminum prices to rise further as Chinese govt is to implement supply-

side reforms in the months ahead. China is the world's top aluminum producer. Already, aluminum prices have outperformed most other commodities year-to-date, 

rising about 15 percent against steel and 3 percent against copper. On Domestic front, India has imposed anti-dumping duty on aluminium foil to protect domestic 

industry from cheap imports. India consumes about 3 million tons of aluminum and domestic production is pegged at 4 million tons. Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 

promise to boost investment in developing India’s power, housing and transportation sectors has led to a record metal production in the country. This means “more 

cables, conductors, housing panels, and foils.  

 Interest in technology metals has surged in recent years along with growth in the market for electric vehicles. This has led to increase in demand for Lead metals as 

well. 

 GST will have positive impact on the base metals. Tax rate on the base metal currently stands at 18.5% which under GST regime has gone down to 18% providing relief 

to the sector marginally. However the tax on the ores has went down significantly to 5% from the current 18.5%. 
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Aviation Sector: Determined efforts to sling-shot the Indian aviation space into a higher orbit 

A focused approach with a strategic intent and an eye for detailed execution is the key to success. The Union government has demonstrated all these three aspects in its 

pursuit to sling-shot the Indian Civil Aviation space into a higher orbit. Right from formulating a more liberal Civil Aviation Policy, to relaxation of FDI norms in the aviation 

industry. It went one step ahead and launched a Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS), primarily aimed at connecting scores of unserved and under-served airports in Tier-

2 and Tier-3 cities. This is expected to provide a fillip to air traffic as well. Finally, the Union cabinet gave an in-principle approval for disinvestment of debt-laden national 

carrier, Air India. The move is a step forward for privatization of the national carrier which has been riddled with inefficiencies and mismanagement. 

National Civil Aviation Policy, 2016: This was the first integrated Civil Aviation policy since independence.  The policy was aimed at establishing an integrated eco-

system leading to significant growth of civil aviation sector that would promote tourism, increase employment and lead to a balanced regional growth. 

Relaxation of FDI norms: In June, 2016, the Union government raised foreign direct investment (FDI ) limit in scheduled commercial airlines to 100 per cent from 49 

per cent. Foreign airlines, though, are barred from holding equity stake in Indian carriers above 49 per cent. As per changes in the FDI policy, foreign investors can pick up 

100 per cent FDI in existing airports under the automatic route.  

Regional connectivity gets wings: In March, 2017, the Ministry of Civil Aviation officially launched the Regional Connectivity Scheme aimed at connecting tier 1 and 

tier 2 cities with the metropolitan cities. Ude Desh Ka Aam Naagrik (UDAN) is an innovative scheme aimed at developing the Indian regional aviation market. The ambi-

tious scheme aims at making flying more affordable and boosting air connectivity to and from un-served and under-served airports. The scheme has a unique market-

based model to develop regional connectivity. The operators will get a Viability Gap Funding (VGF) apart from getting various concessions.  Airline Allied Services (15 

routes), SpiceJet (11 routes), Turbo Megha (18 routes), Air Deccan (34 routes) and Air Odisha (50 routes) have won the bids to start regional flights under the scheme. 

The total seats on these routes will be around 13 lakhs.  SpiceJet's fleet will be the biggest gainer. It has 17 Q400s which are 78 seaters, these are perfect for all UDAN 

routes. These five players will have exclusive access to the allotted routes for the next three years. 

Privatization of Air India: In June 2017, the Union cabinet cleared the decks for the divestment of loss-making Air India and approved the establishment of a com-

mittee headed by FM Arun Jaitley to decide on the extent to which it would exit from the state-run national carrier and how this would be achieved. Niti Aayog has rec-

ommended divestment of up to 100%, suggesting three possible stake-sale options — 24%, 49% and 74%. The move is a step forward for privatization of the national 

carrier which has been riddled with inefficiencies and mismanagement. 

GST: The GST on the economy class air travel has been finalized at 5% (1% lower than the erstwhile airline service tax rate). The GST on business class air travel has been 

pegged at 12% (3% higher than the erstwhile airline service tax rate). These changes are not material, and should not have any major impact - positive or negative - on 

the air passenger growth. Airlines generate a major portion of their revenue from economy travellers. Moreover, airlines can only claim ITC on input services for the 

economy class while for the business class they can claim ITC for spare parts, food items and other inputs, apart from fuel.  
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Technical Outlook 
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Trend is vulnerable to extreme volatility !! 

Nifty ended previous month on slightly weaker note at 9520.90. Ending the month 

with a bearish body candle first time since Dec’16 is definitely a concern for the 

shorter-term traders. However, longer term monthly trend is still very well intact. 

Thorough technical study of the different time frames along with position of leading 

indicators suggests Nifty trading range for this month is expected to be 9770-9450. 

Nifty ended down 1.04% at 9520.90 on monthly basis. It started the month around 

9600 but failed to hold the 161.8% Fibonacci extension, placed around 9660, of the 

entire retracement leg (corrective wave 1-2 as shown in the Nifty monthly chart) 

from 8968 to 7894 on closing basis. Hence, staying cautious on rise is prudent. Re-

tracement against the broader uptrend, if takes place, may take the index towards 

9600, 9540, and 9450. 

Daily chart pattern suggests; post GST launch sharp recovery in Nifty above its 30 

Daily EMA is encouraging for the bulls. Sustained closing above its 30 Daily EMA sug-

gests Nifty may once again challenge its recent all-time high 9709. However, consid-

ering the broader long-term chart pattern where Nifty is still hovering around 161.8% 

Fibonacci extension, placed around 9660, of the entire retracement leg from 8968 to 

7894 we don’t prefer being aggressively long, except a very few stock specific ones.  

A detail technical study of the Nifty index along with sectoral indices long-term chart 

pattern suggests, Nifty remains a ‘Buy-on-dips’ as long as 9450 level is intact. Based 

on long-term chart pattern study of the leading stocks, we recommend blue chip 

Auto, IT, Metal, Housing finance companies, and Private sector banking stocks on 

dips around their respective support levels. Nifty trading range for this month is ex-

pected to 9770-9450. Midway crucial supports are placed around 9630, 9540, and 

9450. Nifty may unfold next leg of up move towards 9770 when it takes out the re-

sistance of 9710 successfully. 

 Nifty Crucial Supports & Resistances for the  month- 

Supports- 9600, 9540, 9450  Resistances- 9710, 9740, 9770 

Monthly Technical Outlook 
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Model Portfolio 
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Model Portfolio of Stewart & Mackertich 
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Model Portfolio of Stewart & Mackertich 
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Note:  

1.Large Cap=Market Size>15k Crore  

2. Mid Cap=15k>Market Size>6k Crore  

3. Small Cap=6k>Market Size>1k Crore  

4. Micro Cap=1k>Market Size 

5. Target Price given for companies where we have research note prepared lately 

6. Accelya Kale & PGHH has accounting period from July-to-June. Financials reported are as on June 30, 2016. 

Model Portfolio of Stewart & Mackertich 
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Company name Sector  Market Cap* FV 
Recommended  

Price* 
Target 
Price Upside % CMP** Change (%) 

Apar Industries Capital Goods 2221.46 10.00 580.00 730.00 26.00 769.20 32.62 

Cera Sanitary Building Materials 3332.37 5.00 2545.50 3010.80 18.00 2981.00 17.11 

Exide Industries Auto-Ancillaries 17178.50 1.00 191.20 252.00 32.00 228.45 19.48 

GMM Pfaudler Capital Goods 723.64 2.00 518.00 642.00 24.00 620.00 19.69 

IL&FS Transportation Infrastructure 3621.85 10.00 110.80 150.00 35.00 101.60 -8.30 

L&T Finance Holdings BFSI 18339.19 10.00 104.50 137.80 32.00 149.30 42.87 

Mahindra Holidays Hospitality 3929.00 10.00 444.50 551.00 24.00 635.90 43.06 

Raymond Textile  3843.36 10.00 597.95 814.00 36.00 819.65 37.08 

Tube Investments Diversified 11904.32 2.00 635.20 780.00 22.00 701.20 10.39 

TV Today Media & Entertainment 1982.29 5.00 332.30 421.00 30.00 246.50 -25.82 

Ultramarine & Pigments Chemicals 510.85 2.00 176.00 229.00 30.00 192.00 9.09 

Average Return         17.93 

Nifty    8615.25   9674.55 12.30 

BSE Midcap    13421.34   14947.35 11.37 

*Market Cap & Recommended Price as on 26.10.2016 

**CMP as on 06.07.2017 

SMIFS Recommendations for SAMVAT 2073  
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Company name Sector  Market Cap* FV 
Recommended  

Price* 
Target 
Price Upside % CMP** Change (%) 

Eveready Industries Household Products 1557.79 5.00 216.00 292.00 35.00 352.15 63.03 

Mahindra Lifespace Realty 1468.13 10.00 355.65 440.00 24.00 441.10 24.03 

Raymond Textiles 3029.76 10.00 493.65 814.00 65.00 819.65 66.04 

Tech Mahindra IT 475760.30 5.00 488.90 579.00 19.00 376.30 -23.03 

Whirlpool of India Consumer Durables 11261.12 10.00 889.05 1067.00 20.00 1172.90 31.93 

Average Return         32.40 

Nifty    8185.80   9674.55 18.19 

BSE Midcap    12031.34   14947.35 24.24 

*Market Cap & Recommended Price as on 30.12.2016 

**CMP as on 06.07.2017 

SMIFS Recommendations on Annual Outlook 2017  
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Company name Sector  Market Cap* FV 
Recommended  

Price* CMP** Change (%) 

Rallis India Agro-Chem 4615.72 1.00 239.30 243.90 1.92 

Mahindra & Mahindra Automobile 81145.75 5.00 1293.00 1376.05 6.42 

Supreme Industries Plastic Products 11977.36 2.00 937.00 1224.55 30.69 

Petronet LNG Oil & Gas 29100.00 10.00 193.38 216.60 12.01 

Bajaj Finance BFSI 58082.30 2.00 1066.80 1399.30 31.17 

Average Return       16.44 

Nifty    8716.40 9674.55 10.99 

BSE Midcap    13085.24 14947.35 14.23 

*Market Cap & Recommended Price as on 01.02.2017 

**CMP as on 06.07.2017 

SMIFS Recommendations on Budget 2017-18  
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Disclaimer 

Any document, including this report, which is prepared by the research team of Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. (SMIFS) is circulated for the purpose of 

information only to the intended recipient and should not be replicated or quoted or circulated to any person/corporate or legal entities in any form. This document/ 

documents/ reports/ opinion should not be interpreted as an Investment/ taxation/ legal advice. While the information contained in the report has been procured in good faith, 

from sources considered/ believed to be reliable, all/ part of the statement/ statements/ opinion/ opinions/ view/ views in the report may not be considered to be complete or 

accurate. Therefore, it should only be relied upon at the recipients own risk.  

Research Analysts/ Economists/ Advisors/ Investment Strategists or any other spokes persons of the company (SMIFS) are often sought after for expressing their 

views on print/ electronic/ web media. The views expressed are purely based on their assumption/ understanding on fundamental approach/ technical and historic 

facts on the subject. The views expressed should not be construed as an offer to buy/ sell or hold equity/ commodity/ currencies or their derivatives. The views/ 

opinions expressed is for information purpose only, and may change due to underlying factors, related or unrelated or other market conditions and may or may not 

be updated.  

Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd, its subsidiaries, or any of its directors, employees, agents, and representatives shall not be liable for any damages whether direct 

or indirect, incidental, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information/ research reports/ 

opinions expressed.  

Disclosure: Clients/associates of SMIFS Group may be holding positions in equities or their derivatives on which the research report is made or opinion is formed or views are 

expressed in print or electronic media. We ensure all compliance is adhered to with this report/reports/opinion or views expressed.  

Analyst ownership of the stock – NIL  

Analyst’s dependent relatives’ ownership in the stock – NIL  

Analyst Certification: The matter related to the report has been taken from sources believed reliable and the views expressed about the subject or issues in this report accurately 

reflect the personal views of the analyst/analysts. Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. does not compensate partly or in full, directly or indirectly, related to specific 

recommendations or views expressed by the research analysts/market strategists/ Portfolio Managers.  

REGISTRATION as required under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulation 2014 has been granted by Securities & Exchange Board of India (SEBI), registration number being 

INH300001474.  
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